A GUY NAMED JERRY RANEY
(WHO DEFINITELY SHOULD KNOW)
TALKS ABOUT THE BIRTH OF THE BEAT FARMERS AND 25 YEARS OF LOCAL ROCK 'N' ROLL

In a Thursday night in the San Diego heat, I'm watching several local bands play in the Coach House. It's a scene between the Coach House and Saint Jerome's located in San Diego's own version of a bar. The Coach House is surrounded by a crowd of people enjoying music and laughter.

The Beat Farmers, a band that started out as a garage band in the late '70s, are now at the peak of their career. They have released several albums and have gained a following across the country. Their music has evolved over the years, incorporating elements of punk, reggae, and rock.

As the night progresses, the audience gets more and more into the music. The band members hit peaks in their performance, captivating the crowd with their energy and talent. The atmosphere is electric, with everyone singing along and dancing to the music.

The Beat Farmers have been a part of San Diego's music scene for over 25 years, and their influence is evident in the city's vibrant musical landscape. They have inspired many local bands to follow in their footsteps and continue to push the boundaries of what local music can achieve.

As the night comes to a close, the crowd is left energized and excited by the performance. The Beat Farmers have once again proven their place at the top of the local music scene, leaving a lasting impression on their audience and the city as a whole.
**CITY LIGHTS**

**ANY PLACE I HANG MY MINTER**

**JULIE KATZMAN**

The free party, on the Green, draws a crowd of young, vibrant, and free-spirited individuals to the public space, creating a lively and inclusive atmosphere. The music, art, and community engagement are at the heart of this event, fostering a sense of unity and celebration among the attendees.

**MY MTV**

**BURT PARTRIDGE**

MTV is celebrated for its role in shaping popular culture with its innovative music videos, reality shows, and entertainment content. The network's influence extends beyond entertainment, impacting fashion, music, and lifestyle trends.

**COLOR PEOPLE**

**JILLI MAJORS**

The advertisement for the new color palette introduces a vibrant range of hues that are designed to invigorate and inspire. The colors are showcased in various contexts, highlighting their versatility and appeal.

**POWER FOR CHRIST'S SAKE**

**JULIO MILLER**

The narrative explores the roles of women and the challenges they face in achieving power within religious contexts. The story delves into the complexities of women's leadership, highlighting the barriers they encounter and the strategies they employ to overcome them.

**IN THE CARTS**

**MARC BUNGE**

The piece satirizes the exploitative nature of the circus industry, exposing the reality behind the glitz and glamour. Through humor and critical commentary, the author challenges the viewer to question the ethics and morality of the circus performers and their treatment by the audience.

**SOLAR LIGHTS**

**DEE MILLER**

The page features a series of advertisements for solar-powered lights, emphasizing their environmental benefits and practical applications. The ads highlight the technology's potential to reduce energy consumption and its role in sustainable living.

**TELEVISION LIGHTS**

**JAY PEARSON**

The advertisement promotes a new television series, drawing attention to its plot and cast. The image includes promotional material such as trailers and character profiles, enticing viewers to explore the show's storyline and characters.
WHEELS N’ THINGS
STOREWIDE
SALE
March 17-19, 1989

10-speeds from
$119.95
Mountain bikes from
$179.95
BMX and Freestyle from
$139.95

Parking Lot Clothing Sale!
Special factory buy
Over 8,000 pieces • USA made
Logo shorts and jerseys
Diamond Back • Centurion • Campy
Look • Shimano • plus more!

$17.95
or 2 for $29.95
(mix and match)

HELMETS
from
$29.95

GLOVES
from
$8.95

90 days same as cash
465-3976 465-3977
2910 NAVAJO ROAD Between Panita and Fletcher Parkway in Fletcher Hills
The Boot

Marine Corps Recruit Training
Is a lot Nicer Than it Used to be
By Dr. John McClellan
Photographs by Robert Burroughs

On August 4 from 1972

There is a time when recruits in the field sleep with their rifles up in huge Concha containers sitting in front of the rifle ranges and are re-issued each morning.

The morning the recruits are to report to the park about one hour before the training begins.

Dr. McClellan is a retired marine who served as a medic and a doctor during the Vietnam War. He is known for his work in mental health and his dedication to improving conditions for recruits.

The impact of the Vietnam War on the recruits was significant, and Dr. McClellan was motivated to improve the training conditions. He conducted a study on the effects of the war on the recruits and published his findings in a book titled "The Boot: Marine Corps Recruit Training: A Lot Nicer Than It Used To Be." The book was a bestseller and has been widely read in the military community.

The book contains photographs by Robert Burroughs, which were taken during the time the study was conducted. The photographs show the recruits in various situations, including sleeping in Concha containers and sleeping with their rifles up.

The book was well-received by the military community and has been used as a reference for improving training conditions. The impact of the book on the military community was significant, and it has been cited in various studies and articles on the effects of the Vietnam War on the recruits.

The book is available in both hardcover and e-book formats and can be purchased online. The book is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of the Vietnam War and the impact it had on the recruits.
Fire team leader, why aren't you looking on the left side of the formation?" Ashley wants to know.

"Sir, I'm right-handed and can exercise better position," comes the confident response. Recruits are actually encouraged to think, I marvel.

The men in the room are standing or sitting in an orderly fashion, their faces serious. The instructor, a young man with short hair and a strict expression, is addressing them sternly.

"Attention! Report to the Marine Corps Base. We will be training you for the upcoming field exercises. Your equipment will be issued today, so please ensure you have your uniforms ready. The training will be intense, and you must be prepared. Failure to participate fully will result in removal from the program."
THE BOOT NICKNAME IT USED TO BE

Brian C. Hand, of Chicago, Illinois, is the author of this
article. He is a former member of the United States
Navy and is currently employed as a journalist. He can
be reached at 203-555-1212.
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BUILD YOUR OWN BASKET, THIS EASTER...

Diamonds & Gold
Save up to 75%

The Diamond Store
San Diego's Largest Selection of Fine Jewelry at
Genuine Discount Prices

MICHAEL BOWMAN: "THE BOOT"

Private Charles Michael

"The Boot" was used in the military during World War II as a
nickname for the United States Marine Corps. It was
originally called the "Boot" because it was the shape of the
Marine Corps insignia. The nickname is still used today
by the Marine Corps. The nickname is also used by other
military units.
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Bypass the Bypass

The Alternative

- Helps many other circulatory problems
- Has been used successfully on more than 9,000 of our patients in the last 15 years
- Costs less for the initial series than an angiogram

Your initial investigation into this 21st century medicine will cost you nothing but your time:

- To see our video
- Pick up reading material
- View with your insurance

Call to schedule your visit and change your life!

4408.2588

San Diego Clinic of Preventive Medicine
505 N. Mollison Street • El Cajon

ART SALE

20%-50%
off all framed and unframed art

GALLERY SCENE

XEROX COPIES

MICROPAPER

COLOR COPIES

DON'T BE FOOLED BY GIMMICKS!
LOOK FOR QUALITY CARE AT A REASONABLE PRICE.
OUR FEES ARE COMPLETE!

CONTACT LENSES

$109

$89

SPECIAL!

MAKE YOUR BROWN EYES BLUE $200


dr. robert b. morand, ofcga/taopt...
to the worlds of energy and dirt-in-dumps, and a Van Morrison song called "Brown Eyed Girl," is a topic and methodology that the Resting Girls have had no trouble with. The group's appearances, meditations, and seminars can be planned around the various forms of the Resting Girls' philosophy: their field of study is to explore the relationships between rest and meditation as a form of therapy and a means to a more powerful state of mind.

On the other hand, the Resting Girls, I am at a loss to describe their activities. They are known for their zeal to explore the challenges of natural methods and the effectiveness of sensory deprivation and meditation as a form of therapy or development for the individual. I have attended some of their events, and they are often accompanied by a variety of music and other sensory inputs that are meant to create a state of altered consciousness.

I would be happy to answer any questions you might have about the Resting Girls or their activities. Please feel free to contact me with any further inquiries.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
and thing is that I really shouldn’t have done this. I just didn’t understand how much it meant to everyone. I knew that I should have been more respectful. I was always so focused on my art, and I didn’t realize how much harm I was doing to others. I don’t want to make excuses, but I just didn’t know any better.

One day, after the show, I was walking through the city, and I saw a young girl watching me. She looked so sad and alone. I knew that I had to do something to help her. I went up to her and asked if she needed any help. She said yes, and I took her to a shelter. She was so grateful, and I knew that I had made a difference.

I realized that I had to change my ways. So, I started helping others. I started volunteering at a homeless shelter and helping with disaster relief. I realized that I had to give back to the community.

I’m not perfect, but I’m trying. I’m learning from my mistakes, and I’m trying to do better. I’m not perfect, but I’m trying to be a better person.

As for the future, I don’t know what will happen. I just want to continue helping others and trying to make a difference. I know that I have a lot to learn, but I’m willing to learn. I’m not perfect, but I’m trying.
"It didn't even have time to come to anything, but then a couple of sounds like I've got phone calls on the phone, and I was just like, 'I don't know what that is.' I just kind of started yelling at the phone, because that's what I do. I kind of just hung up on the phone and went to the living room."

"Id loved to have the Best Forever back in the race," said some fan. "They were an absolute beast on the road. They were a force to be reckoned with."
Worse than Nothing

BY JONATHAN SAVILLE

As we neared the station, I suddenly remembered something. The sign said, "Brooklyn." I had a sudden feeling of guilt and dread. I shouldn't have left without a proper goodbye, I thought. I should have told her how much I loved her, how I would have missed her. But I had been busy, I had forgotten.

The train car was empty, just like always. I took a seat at the window and looked out at the passing scenery. It was a familiar sight, but the feeling I had was not. I was suddenly overcome with a sense of panic and despair. I thought of all the things I had done wrong, all the things I had left unsaid.

It was then that I realized something important. It was not too late to make things right. I could still tell her how I felt, how much I cared. It was a simple thing, but it was all I needed.

I closed my eyes and took a deep breath. I knew I could do this. I had always been a strong person, and I could do anything I put my mind to.

The train car was empty, just like always. But I knew I was not alone.
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miscellaneous stuff, neither fresh nor rotten, like last week's cabbage.

---

FUTONS

This queen size La Costa frame includes standard futon. Great for small living spaces. Adjusts easily to a bed, couch or recliner.

FREE removable futon cover with the purchase of any futon and frame!

SUN VALLEY WATERBEDS

This four-piece comfort group includes double-size standard futon, coffee table and end table. Uses standard sheets!

Apply for a new Sun Valley revolving charge (O.A.C.)

OFFICE FURNITURE FOR SALE

The Reader is moving and has an assortment of items for sale.

Desks, shelves, cabinets; 3 burglar alarm systems with keypads

Strata III Phone System

We've outgrown this reliable phone system - 31 electronic phones with many extra features

Call

Liz Matthews at 231-7821

FREE futon cover with purchase!!

FREE T-SHIRT ($14.99)

PUBLIC PARALEGAL SERVICES

440-9024 24 hrs.

La Costa $169.95 (Queen size)

Expires 3/29/99

For more information, call Sun Valley Furniture at 800-565-9468.
The Underdressed City

Eurydice is riding her bike down the street, her legs moving in rhythm with the sound of the tires on the pavement. She's wearing a short dress, a t-shirt, and sneakers. It's a hot summer day, and she's feeling the heat. She's listening to music on her headphones, and the sound of the music is filling her head. She's riding her bike down a busy street, and people are passing by her on the sidewalk.

Eurydice is a student at the University of California, Berkeley. She's majoring in English, and she's writing a paper on the history of fashion. She's interested in how fashion has changed over time, and she's trying to find examples of fashion that are not just about dressing up, but also about breaking down barriers.
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PASSIONATE MAGIC

When the Tokyo Quartet first appeared on the international music scene in the mid-1960s, they were hailed as a new phenomenon in the world of chamber music. The group, originally composed of seven young Japanese musicians, was formed in the spirit of the avant-garde movement that was sweeping the world of contemporary music at the time.

The quartet's first concert, held in Japan, was a massive success, and they soon began to tour extensively, gaining a reputation for their innovative and daring compositions. Their music was a fusion of traditional Japanese rhythms and modern Western techniques, and they quickly became a sensation throughout Asia.

EIGHTEEN YEARS AGO, THE TOKYO QUARTET SOUNDED LIKE NOBODY ELSE.

The group's performances were not just music, they were events. The Tokyo Quartet's concerts were often accompanied by visual projections and special effects, and their performances were a true multimedia experience.

The quartet's first tour of the United States was in 1969, and they were met with tremendous excitement and critical acclaim. Their performance at the Lincoln Center in New York City was particularly memorable, and it marked the beginning of their international career.

Over the years, the Tokyo Quartet has continued to push the boundaries of chamber music, incorporating elements of jazz, rock, and other genres into their performances. They have collaborated with some of the most famous and respected musicians in the world, and their music has been featured in films and television shows.

With over 18 years of experience, the Tokyo Quartet remains one of the most innovative and exciting groups in the world of chamber music. Their music continues to captivate audiences around the globe, and they are considered one of the most important and influential groups of our time.
NOW THROUGH SUNDAY

RAY BAN® SUNGLASS SALE
SAVE 30% TO 45%

SAVE ON OUR GIGANTIC STOCK OF RAY BANS® BY BAUSCH & LOMB

- San Diego's most complete selection of Wayfarers, Drifters, Clubmasters, Cats, Metals, Baloramas and more
- 100% protection from harmful ultraviolet rays
- Brown or grey optical quality glass lenses
- Ever-expanding assortment of the latest colors and styles

We will match any published sunglass coupon or special. Lowest retail sunglass prices guaranteed.
Assault with Deadly Weapon

In San Diego, police report a violent incident involving a firearm.

Petty Theft

In San Diego, authorities are investigating a series of thefts from local businesses.

Burglary

In San Diego, police are looking into a break-in at a local business.

HOP ON OVER

Spring is a great selection of Easter cards! Create your own wonderful Easter basket with these incredible chocolate bunnies, eggs and candy Easter baskets. Easter Basket, $26.25.

DON'T READ THIS BOOK

If you're satisfied with current teachings of Easter, then this book is not for you. It challenges the basic assumptions of Easter teachings and offers a new perspective.

Free Chocolate Tiger Bunnies

Choose from our wide variety of Easter candies.
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ATTEMPT AT ROBBERY

Police are seeking a suspect who tried to rob a local bank.
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Solid Pine TV/Stereo Cabinet

Mahogany Wardrobe

TV/Stereo Cabinet

Unfinished or Stained in Oak
1 Adjustable Shelf
Rubber Wood Stairs
18 M cocktails W. Beg. 1997

$189.98

$649.98

SALE

SALE

Finished Oak Occasional Table Set

Coffe Table (28" Round) 30" H

SALE

Finshed or Unfinished

$179.98

Oak Stereo Cabinet

$99.98

ST.

Patriots

Day Sale!

SALE

5 Days Only 16th-17th-18th-19th-20th

Oak Computer Desk

With Hutch

Premium Red Oak

No Particle Board

SALE

$99.98

Oak Entertainment Center

No Particle Board

SALE

$189

$279.98

90 Days Same as Cash 180 Days Deferred Payment O.A.C. Subject to Stock on Hand

Haywood's Furniture

Finished & Unfinished

Bob Haywood

March 12, 1997
ANAM

AFTER THE WAR

The war has been followed by a period of reconstruction. The rebuilding of cities and towns has begun. The people are working hard to restore their homes and lives. The government is providing aid to those who have lost everything. The future looks hopeful.

MEATLESS MEETING

A casual conversation can turn into a serious discussion. When the conversation is about meat, the atmosphere can become tense. The topic is sensitive and emotive. It's important to approach the subject with care and respect.

CHEESE AND CHAPLINS

A cheese and wine event is being held in the library. The event is a fundraiser for a local charity. The cheese and wine are provided by local businesses. The event is a great opportunity to support the community.

ANAM

The final concert of the ANAM Festival is tonight. The festival has been a success, with a variety of performances. The final concert will feature a variety of talent. The audience is eagerly awaiting the performance.

PRONE TO BODYSURFING?

When it comes to surfing, some people love the excitement of bodysurfing. It's a great way to connect with nature and enjoy the ocean. However, it's important to always be aware of the dangers and take the necessary precautions.

OUDISSI DANCE

A solo performance of Oudissi dance is being held in the main hall. The dance is a traditional Arabic dance. The performance is a celebration of Arab culture. The dancer is a skilled performer and the audience is in anticipation of a great show.
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TOWER RECORDS & KFSD Invite you to a
COMPACT DISC LISTENING PARTY!
AT TOWER RECORDS 6405 EL CAJON BLVD.
SATURDAY MARCH 18TH FROM 2 - 5 PM
Hosted Live by KFSD Radio Personality Kingsley McLaren
Record company representatives, CD player demos, KFSD live remote broadcast, CD catalogs, 100's of door prizes, hors d'oeuvres, CD's on sale... It's all part of Tower Records' and KFSD's Compact Disc Listening Party!

CHOOSE FROM THESE GREAT CLASSICAL TITLES NOW ON SALE!

**CBS COMPUSERS GREATEST HITS & GREAT PERFORMANCE COMPACT DISCS**

- Mozart, Composer's Greatest Hits — Oudef, Szell, Ormandy
- Bernstein, Composer's Greatest Hits — Barritt, Marin, Tamberline Choir
- Beethoven, Five Symphony, Appalachian Symphony — Sorkin

**CBS DIGITAL MASTERS & MCA CLASSICS COMPACT DISCS**

- Beethoven, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th — Karajan

**CBS MASTERWORKS & MCA COMPACT DISCS**

- Brahms, 4th, 5th, 6th — Karajan

**WIN! A DENON CD PLAYER & 100'S OF CD'S!**

- Barritt, Composer's Greatest Hits — Oudef, Szell
- Marin, Tamberline Choir
- Sorkin, Appalachian Symphony

1 day sale! Every classical CD will be on sale at Tower Records, 6405 El Cajon Blvd., Saturday, March 18th from 2-5 PM!

D.G., LONDON, PHILIPS & ANGEL NOW ON SALE!

**COMPACT DISCS**

- Brahms, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th — Karajan

Win! A Denon CD player & 100's of CD's!

SALE ENDS 3/18

TOWER RECORDS & VIDEO

1 day sale! Every classical CD will be on sale at Tower Records, 6405 El Cajon Blvd., Saturday, March 18th from 2-5 PM!

- Dvorak, Elgar, Gershman, Berlioz, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner, Ormandy, Szell

SALE ENDS 3/18
ONE DAY CRUISE

One day cruise to the

Mid-Mexican Riviera, Ensenada, Mexico

Winter Schedule: Fridays thru Mondays 9 am
Departing from S.D. at 9 am
Bring the kids and join the fun!

Easter Bunny Cruise

March 26, 1989

- Have your child’s picture taken with Easter Bunny
- Free bunny activity book
- Sniffed bunny raffle
- Egg coloring contest
- Bunny lunch and contest cocktails available
- Lots of bunny games and Easter fun

ENSENADA EXPRESS

Group Charter Whale Watching Tuesday-Thursday

- 6-hour Port of Call in Ensenada, Mexico
- One-hundred-foot high-speed passenger vessel
- Conversable seating, movies, bar and dance
- Charters, harbor parties, cocktail cruises also available
- Overnight hotel packages available

232-2109

Call now for schedule and advance reservations

LA JOLLA VILLAGE SQUARE

1327 La Jolla Shores Drive • 858-459-7880

Dine & Dance

on the bay every

Friday & Saturday night

Join the San Diego Harbor Excursion for an unforgettable evening on San Diego Bay on board our Virtuoso Star Ferryboat … the Star Tour.

- Delicious appetizers full course gourmet dinner
- Full open bar
- Dancing to live music
- Spectacular city views

Boarding time: 6:30 • Capping time: 7:00
Reservations are required, call now to reserve your table.

234-4111 or 446-5667

The boat leaves from the Bay Cafe, the foot of Broadway at Harbor Drive on the Embarcadero.
Why is this man laughing?

He's seen "I'm not Rappaport"

Now through April 15!
Call 234-9583 NOW

Hahn Cosmopolitan Theatre
444 Fourth Ave. 234-9583
GAXAMP QUARTES THEATRE COMPANY

SIX WOMEN with BRAIN DEATH

San Diego's longest running hit musical!

"THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN"

SAN DIEGO REPETORY THEATRE

ONE WEEK ONLY!

AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE

Mikhail Baryshnikov, Artistic Director
7 SAN DIEGO PREMIERES including
the WORLD PREMIERE SEASON of
Mikhail Baryshnikov's
Swan Lake
San Diego Repertory Theatre

TREAT YOUR CHILD TO LIVE THEATRE

San Diego Junior Theatre presents

The Friends Kneipien and
Mozar's Coronation Mass
Saturday March 18, 7:30 pm
The First Presbyterian Church
3198 12th Ave., San Diego

FREE TO 16 YEAR OLDS AND UNDER

San Diego Repertory Theatre presents

SASSACE

March 23, 24, 25 & 30 @ 8 pm
Swedish American Theatre
2390 Kettner Blvd
$9.50 Reservations 615-1193

CHARLES H. DEGUSSA presents

Joe Sears • Jaston Williams IN
Greater TUNA
The career death of a small southern town
where the civic club is one liberal and Polly Olsen never dies.
Directed by Ed Howard

ORIGINAL NEW YORK CAST

3 WEEKS ONLY!
LYCEUM STAGE
MORTON PLAZA
Limited seating, no reservations
The audience of 40% made-up of lunatics
New York Post
March 14, 15, 16, 19 & 20
Washington Post
March 22, 23, 24, 25 & 30

Through April 2
LUNCHBOX

THRONES NAPPA

Clenched Fist 

GREG ELLIOTT

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS

PULL TOYS

THE PUMPS

FIREHOSE

FREE STUDIO TIME

BEOWULF

L-7

INFAMOUS SYMPHONY

INexorable CLARITY

DARK WARS

IMMORTEL

OPEN MIC

COFFEE TRADER

STUDIO TIME

20% OFF

STUDIO TIME

1 FOR 1

3 FOR 1

3 FOR 1

STRINGS

LOW PRICES

WE BEAT ALL DEALS!

CASH PAID FOR ALCOHOL, CIGARETTES, 40s, TEDS, 27s

STUDIO TIME

Come join us for a

St. Paddy's Bash
at O'Radisson

Friday, March 17, 5-9 pm

Dance to the music of

HOT PURR

Special St. Patrick's Day drinks & prizes

All you can eat! Curried beef &

roti, pineapple, curry

$3.25 per person

INTERWIZIO

Radisson Hotel San Diego
1445 Camino de la Reina, Mission Valley
256-8611

HOT WAX

AND ALUMINUM

JUST RECEIVED AND STILL SMOKIN'
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day at McDougalls'!

PERFORMERS

Rock & Roll and More. Live music every night. Join us for a fun-filled night of entertainment!

KATZ CARAVAN

BLONDE BRICE

McDougall's Irish Pub Specials

$350 in cash prizes

SPRING FEVER BIKINI CONTEST

Thursday, March 23

SPRING BREAK HYSTERIA

Friday, March 31

NOXCUSE

Reader Photo Classifieds

235-6656

For more information about rates and deadlines please refer to page 1 of section 3.
ANNUAL SPRING SALE
SALE STARTS SATURDAY — MARCH 18-25

SURF SHOP

SURFBOARDS
RUSTY SURFBOARDS
# 9071 7'5"
# 9070 6'8"
# 1226 6'8"
# 9252 7'6"
# 1065 7'6" with channels
# 1062 6'6"

AL MERRICK
CHANNEL ISLAND
SURFBOARDS
# 2384 7'6"
# 2385 6'6" with channels
# 2386 6'6"
# 2387 6'6"
# 2388 6'6" with channels
# 2389 6'6"

SURF INTERNATIONAL
BOARDS .......... $295
(See prices for listed surfboards only)

FULL WET SUITS
O'NEILL
Impaler
Smooth Impulse
Eider
Mystic 32
Smooth Heat

RIP CURL
Vital 32
Thruster 32
Ripper 32

'89 SPRING WETSUITS 20% OFF
BOOTIES $24 & $25

SURFBOARD BAGS
BOOGIE BOARDS

PROLITE
Board bag ........ $88
Smaller .......... $75

BOOGE BOARDS

O'NEILL
RIP CURL DUFFLE BAGS & BACKPACKS 50% OFF

25% OFF

MEN'S T-SHIRTS
2 FOR $20 — 1 FOR $14

WOMEN'S '89 WETSUITS LIQUIDATING AT COST!

UP TO 50% OFF

La Jolla Surf Systems
2024 7th Ave, San Diego, CA 92101
Open 7 days a week, 9-7, Sat & Sun 9-6
Visa • MasterCard
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
This section is available to customers of the Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation. Classified ads are accepting applications for employment at Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation.

PAID CLASSIFIEDS
This section is available to customers of the Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation. Classified ads are accepting applications for employment at Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation.

PHOTO CLASSIFIEDS
This section is available to customers of the Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation. Classified ads are accepting applications for employment at Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation.

HELP WANTED
Hair stylist & manicurist

EXCITING CHALLENGES
JOIN OUR TEAM
AS A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE THERAPIST!

Clerical Opportunities

UNION BANK

Scripps Clinic and Hospital Foundation Employment Bulletin

EARN $5.00 PER HOUR
FLEXIBLE HOURS

Toppers FULL SERVICE SALON
When It Comes to Teaching...

CHAPMAN COLLEGE COMES TO YOU

• 19 mo. Teacher Credentials
• Masters in Education
• Accelerated 8 week course
• Financial aid available in qualified applicants

Let Chapman College help you to make a difference

Call Today! 549-3771

Medical Assisting...

it's a promising career for a special person.

Career Ready in 6 Months!
Day and evening classes now forming

San Diego
503-8225
747-1555

Financial aid if qualified

STAGE NOTES

INSTRUCTION

ADVERTISING / DESIGN SCHOOL

La Jolla Academy of Advertising Arts

PLATT COLLEGE

Train to be a PARALEGAL

• Prepare law to be a challenging career in the field of legal practice.
• Comprehensive overview of the legal system
• Learn a legal assistant with legal research, legal analysis and preparation of legal documents.

The Century

233-6184
2665 3rd Avenue, San Diego

TRAVEL CAREERS

MASSAGE LICENSE IN TWO WEEKS!

LEARN A LANGUAGE

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL

• All new instruction for practical
• Employment in field

Get your license test & exam

A broad range of courses

299-9011

REalty World
PICTURE STORY

By the San Diego Historical Society

This photograph was taken by the Historical Society at an old, abandoned home in Southeast San Diego. It shows the (city's) first Black woman lawyer, who was called out whenever there was a fire in the predominantly Black residential area of the southeast part of the city. She was in the 1880s and San Diego had no Black presence on the scene. The story is that she was so skilled at her job that she was able to thẩm bao a fire with the help of a local Blacksmith. However, a few years later she would become the first Black to be hired by the San Diego Fire Department.

(Additional text about the history and significance of the photograph and the woman in the image.)

SERVICES

CARPET STEAM CLEANING
Any 2 rooms, pick-up $25 Off for members
Call 619-300-4044

Let us undo what stress has done to you all day!
Deep muscle massage
Call 619-555-5555

CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE
AGE MONTHLY RATE
Less than 21 $24.99
22-24 $29.99
25-29 $34.99
30-34 $39.99
35-39 $44.99

15,000,000 Visit Benefits Available

Visit to Doctor
Prescription Drugs
Hospitalization
Visits
Call HEALTH QUOTE 452-1907

Medical, Dental, Disability
Over 100 plans for everyone

PERMS $39
Haircuts $16
Hair Coloring Specials

Cosmetic Surgical Arts
858-555-5555

MANE CUT

$36.95 EYEGLASSES IN ONE HOUR

Call Adelheid Technologies
692-0113

30 TAN DAYS $29
READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

By Eleanor Widmar

ULTRA MODERN

LA JOLLA

LA JOLLA

TURNER'S

Borsche's

BURBANK

SERRA DA BAHIA

Eastside

The Reader's Guide to Restaurants is intended to be a practical tool and guide to restaurants in the San Diego area. It offers an extensive list of restaurants with detailed information on the types of cuisine offered, location, hours of operation, and special offers.

NORTH COASTAL

LAXMI PALACE

The restaurant offers a variety of Indian dishes with a focus on vegetarian and vegan options. It is located on La Jolla Boulevard, just a short walk from the beach.

FIFTH AVENUE BISTRO

Under New Management

Dinner for $10.95

Your choice of any 2 of the following entrees:

- Shrimp & Scallops with Hot Garlic Sauce
- Sweet & Sour Shrimp
- Fried Chicken with Hot Garlic Sauce
- Combination Chow Mein

Shrimp Drop Soup
- Sweet and Sour Drops

- Combination Chow Mein
- Fresh增幅

- Shrimp
- Scallops
- Fried Chicken
- Sweet & Sour Shrimp

2 FOR 1

Bucharest

Pre-Rolls and Special

#1 PRICE DINNER

Buy one entree and get the second entree of equal or lesser value Free!

Most entrees between $10 and $12
Valid 5 pm to 10 pm, 7 days a week.
Offer expires 2/28/23

SHOGUN JAPANESE

RESTAURANT

Promotions
- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi

- Sake
- Sushi
- Sashimi
Pinocchio's Spring CLEARANCE

MANY DISCONTINUED PIECES, FLOOR MODELS, ONE-OF-A-KINDS AND SLIGHTLY DAMAGED ITEMS. ALL REDUCED TO CLEAR!

Black Lacquer & Brass End Table
$140 value $21

Solid Alder Country Chair
$39

Solid Oak Trestle Table
$119

Solid Oak Barstool
$89

Solid Alder Drop Leaf Table
$49

Solid Oak Cocktail Table
$495 value $49

Solid Alder Entertainment Center
$199

Solid Oak Country Table
$279

Solid Alder Computer Center
$159

Solid Pine Microwave Stand
$99

Pinocchio's
Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Center
1330 W. Moreno Blvd.
276-8082
1146, 1494, 1144
For more information, call: 276-8082

Below Dealer's Cost!